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Summary: A structured website - IMDROFLOOD geoportal – has been designed to be 

user-friendly, accessible online and offer the data on demand for making accessible 

information about drought and floods at the catchment level. The geoportal follows the 

principles of open, modular and scalable technologies. This facilitates the development 

of a stable and flexible product by allowing a stepwise approach during the 

implementation of the geoportal. The prototype of the geoportal was built using 

exclusively open source solutions. A “Guidelines” section has been integrated in the 

geoportal to give users documentation about the products which are displayed.  
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1. STRUCTURED WEBSITE 
 

To achieve one of the main goals of the project that consists in making accessible information about 

drought and floods at the catchment level to the larger public, a structured website (called from now 

on IMDROFLOOD geoportal) was designed to be user-friendly, accessible online and offer the data 

on demand. These aspects support an easier access to the data by removing usability barriers that 

could prevent or delay the optimal use of the data. Additionally, the geoportal follows the principles 

of open, modular and scalable technologies. This facilitates the development of a stable and flexible 

product by allowing a stepwise approach during the implementation of the geoportal. The prototype 

of the geoportal was built using exclusively open source solutions (see Annex 1). 

This section presents the functional and technical functionalities of the IMDROFLOOD geoportal.  

1.2. General functionality 

IMDROFLOOD geoportal gives users the possibility to find a geospatial dataset and to 

download or process it with few interaction steps. This includes the following 

actions: 

• Selection of a dataset using an index or a list organized meaningfully 

(thematic navigation); 

• Visualization of the dataset in the geoportal according to cartographic rules; 

• Spatial navigation using at least zooming, panning and name locations 

search; 

• Selection of an area for download: by drawing a rectangle or by entering 

coordinates; 

• Choice of a projection system and a data format for the download; 

• Download of the dataset; 

• Process datasets. 

Additionally, the user is able to combine different datasets in the viewer of the 

geoportal. This demands the following additional actions: 

• Selection of the datasets to be combined; 

• Definition of the order of rendering; 

• Simple modification of the symbology. 

Moreover, the functionality of the geoportal is intuitive and straightforward: 

• The graphic user interface (GUI) is kept simple and organized in a way that 

can be understood without extensive explanation (Figure 1); 

• The different tools are self-explanatory: they are represented with 

meaningful symbols and names. 
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Figure 1- IMDROFLOOD geoportal GUI 

 

1.3. Standards  

1.3.1. Web Standards 
This section shortly reviews Web standards used for the development of the geoportal. Many of 

them are W3C standards, which stands for the World Wide Web Consortium. It is the main 

international organization dealing with standards for the Web. The most important standards are: 

• HTML (HyperText Markup Language, W3C), 

• XML (Extensible Markup Language, W3C), 

• SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics, W3C),  

• CSS (Cascading Style Sheets, W3C), and 

• JavaScript (ECMA standard). 
HTML1 is the main markup language used for the creation of web pages. It uses tags that enclose the 

page content and that are interpreted by the browser to display the content accordingly. 

XML2 is a markup language that encodes documents in a format readable by humans and machine. 

As its name says, it can be extended and used for specific purposes, such as the Geographic Markup 

Language (GML) and Keyhole Markup Language (KML) standards from the Open Geospatial 

Consortium (see below).  

SVG3 is XML-based as well and is mainly for two-dimensional vector graphics and pseudo 3D. 

Additionally, it supports raster file and foreign objects, such as HTML content. Most of the modern 

browsers can render SVG, which is in addition compliant with WMS (see below). Furthermore, the 

                                                             
1 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/html 
2 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/xml  
3 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/svg) 

http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/html
http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/xml
http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/svg
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graphics are accessible by any DOM (Document Object Model) method, thus allowing for interactivity 

using JavaScript. Moreover, there is no problem with screen resolution as the graphics are scalable. 

CSS4 is used to encode styling (the look and feel) options for documents written in a markup 

language. 

Finally, JavaScript5 is an implementation of the scripting language standard ECAMScript6 from Ecma 

International. It is widely used in client-side asynchronous programing for interactivity in the web 

browsers.  

 

1.3.2. OGC Standards 
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) gathers stakeholders in the area of geo-enable Web, such as 

industries, government agencies and universities. They develop publicly available interface standards 

through consensus building (Open Geospatial Consortium 2013). The following standards are the 

most relevant ones for the geoportal. 

WMS (Web Map Service): An implementation of the WMS standard provides the client with spatially 

referenced 2D maps in the form of an image, such as JPG and PNG, or SVG dynamically from 

geographic information that can be displayed in a browser. It especially focuses on providing custom 

styled maps with the help of the Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD), Symbology Encoding (SE) and Filter 

Encoding (FE) standards (Open Geospatial Consortium 2006). 

WMTS (Web Map Tile Service): The WMTS standard is similar to the WMS in the fact that it renders 

maps as image too. But its focus is on static maps, where the extent and the scale have been 

constrained to discrete tiles. The service returns thus only the existing files and it allows the use of 

the cache capability of the browsers (Open Geospatial Consortium 2010a). 

WFS (Web Feature Service): The WFS standard describes a standard that should allows the sharing 

of geodata by allowing a client to retrieve only the geodata they are seeking and not a whole file (as 

it would be with FTP). In comparison with a WMS where the client receives the visualization for the 

data, this service delivers the actual data. (Open Geospatial Consortium 2010b). 

WPS (Web Processing Service): The WPS standard defines an interface that should facilitate the 

publication of geospatial processes, their discovery and their use by clients. Example of processing 

capabilities that can be offered by a WPS are reprojection algorithms, clip and mosaic functions or 

more complicated tasks as predictive models calculations (Open Geospatial Consortium 2007). 

WCS (Web Coverage Service): A WCS provides access to coverage data, representing space- or time-

varying phenomena, that can either be used as inputs for other tasks or that can be directly delivered 

to the client (Open Geospatial Consortium 2012b). 

GML (Geography Markup Language): GML is an XML syntax used to model, share and store 

geographic information. Du to the fact that it is a text file, it is well suited to transport data over the 

web. (Open Geospatial Consortium 2012a). 

                                                             
4 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/css  
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript  
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript 

http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/css
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript
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KML (Keyhole Markup Language): KML is an XML syntax to encode and transport the representations 

of geographic data for display in an earth browser (it was originally developed for Google Earth). 

Images can be included and transported under the KML-Zipped format, namely KMZ (Open 

Geospatial Consortium 2008). 

 

IMDROFLOOD implemented OGC data services are presented in Annex 2.  

 

1.3.3. INSPIRE 
INSPIRE is a European Directive that establishes an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the 

European Community7. It is based on the different infrastructures for spatial information operated 

by the Member States. The Directive goes beyond the simple coordination of spatial data themes 

between the Member States. It also addresses concrete measures and technical implementation 

specifications, such as metadata and data specifications, network services, spatial data services, as 

well as data and service sharing. The relevant aspects for the state-of-the-art in web services are the 

implementation requirements for the INSPIRE Services: the Download, View and Discovery services 

(European Community 2013). These services are very similar to the OGC standards regarding 

technologies and functionality.  

 

1.3.4. Other Standards 
The high complexity and sometimes inefficiency of some of the officially recognized standards (e.g. 

WFS, GML) lead to the development of lighter and more human-friendly formats for geodata storage 

and transport. Usually, the specifications for such new formats emerged from non-formal 

professional groups and reached the status of “de facto” standard due to their rapid adoption and 

spread within the international geospatial community. The most important are described below. 

GeoRSS8 is an extension to the common RSS (Really Simple Syndication) used on websites to notify 

readers of new articles or updates. GeoRSS adds geographic coordinates and features to RSS and 

Atom items (Turner 2006). There are currently three encodings of GeoRSS: 

Simple (lightweight format that developers and users can quickly and easily add to their existing 

feeds with little effort), 

GML (supports a greater range of features, notably coordinate reference systems other than WGS-

84 latitude/longitude),and 

W3C Geo (RDF vocabulary for representing the latitude and longitude of spatially-located objects). 

GeoJSON9 (Geometry JavaScript Object Notation) is a recently developed format based on JavaScript 

Object Notation (JSON). GeoJSON is geared toward consumption by Ajax oriented applications (such 

as OpenLayers) because its output notation is in JavaScript format. JSON is the standard object 

representation in JavaScript data structures. GeoJSON extends JSON by defining a format for 

geometry storage within the JSON format (Obe & Hsu 2011). 

                                                             
7 http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu 
8 http://georss.org  
9 http://geojson.org/  

http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://georss.org/
http://geojson.org/
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One important extension, called TopoJSON, brings topology support and some other advanced 

features to GeoJSON. Rather than representing geometries discretely, geometries in TopoJSON files 

are stitched together from shared line segments called arcs. In addition, TopoJSON facilitates 

applications that use topology, such as topology-preserving shape simplification, automatic map 

colouring, and cartograms. 

 

 

1.2. Processing service exploitation scenario 
 

IMDROFLOOD is providing access to large volumes of geospatial data and some predefined 

processing chains. The main exploitation scenario of the IMDROFLOOD geoportal assume that the 

end-user is using a web client to  

1. Explore the available datasets; 
2. Select and run a processor with specified parameters;  
3. View the results. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

1.3. The clients 
 

The client part is the entry point for user interaction with the complex IMDROFLOOD machine 

subsystems. IMDROFLOOD processing services can be accessed through three different types of 

clients: 

Figure 2- IMDROFLOOD processing service exploitation scenario 
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• Linux command line. Users have a access to an important number of preinstalled libraries 
and applications (e.g. GDAL, libgeotiff, rasterio, GRASS GIS, SNAP, Orfeo Toolbox, R, rgdal, 
SAGA GIS, GMT, opencv, NetCDF, HDF5, pyMODIS; zyGrib, GrADS, GMT, etc). New 

libraries can be installed/compiled on request; 

• Desktop GIS client compatible with WMS, WFS, WCS and WPS standards (Figure 3); 

 

Figure 3 - Example: Accessing IMDROFLOOD data through a desktop GIS client 

• Light web client. The web interface client was designed in a friendly and intuitive way using 
modern web technologies and paradigms (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 -  - Example: Accessing IMDROFLOOD data through the web client 

Through the clients, the users are able to: 

• Browse the IMDROFLOOD database using spatial and temporal criteria; 

• Select a processor and the associated input parameters: 
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o Area of interest; 
o Time of interest; 
o Input datasets; 
o Other input parameters (e.g. variables, thresholds, etc). 

• Run the processor and control the operation (e.g. get status, stop/dismiss) 

• View the processing results as maps, charts or reports; 

• Download the results for further analysis with external tools. 
 

1.4. The geospatial processor 
 

Geospatial processor is an umbrella term covering all the specialized processes carrying out highly 

specific tasks needed to fulfill particular user request.  Processes implement concrete image 

processing functionality through the integration of a number of open source libraries (such as SNAP, 

GDAL, ORFEO Toolbox, GRASS GIS, etc). Processes may be implemented as a simple task or they can 

execute very complex and long running workflows. 

The processes communicate mostly to two other components: 

• WPS Service which launches the procedure, watch the state of execution and turns over the 
result; from the simple point of view the processes are offered to client applications via the 
WPS service component; 

• WMS/WCS/WFS services which supplies the procedure with input data data. Also, 
depending on the type of result, the processor may publish the results through 
WMS/WCS/WFS services; 

Processes can delegate processing again to other procedures or external systems with or without 

utilizing WPS clients. 

1.5. Data Base Management System 
 

To manage large amount of geodata, it is necessary to use a Data Base Management System (DBMS). 

A spatial database offers spatial types, spatial functions and allows for the creation of spatial indexes 

to improve the performance of the spatial queries and functions. A DBMS provides many advantages 

to manage and work with large amount of data, such as the support for multi-users (concurrency), 

data consistency and integrity, persistent storage, and query capabilities through a programming 

interface. The main characteristics of a DBMS are (Garcia-Molina et al. 2002): 

• Atomicity (either the whole transaction succeeds or the whole transaction fails); 

• Consistency (ensures that the database goes from one valid state to another valid one with 
every transaction); 

• Isolation (by concurrent use, the resulting state of the system is as if the transactions had 
been executed one after the other); and  

• Durability (once a transaction has been committed, it is there and remains even if there is a 
loss of power or a crash). 

IMDROFLOOD DBMS was build using PostgreSQL10 (in combination with the spatial extension 

PostGIS11). 

                                                             
10 http://www.postgresql.org/  
11 http://postgis.net/  

http://www.postgresql.org/
http://postgis.net/
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2. Basic routines for data integration and processing 

2.1. General presentation 
The project objectives have involved working with different types of spatial geo-data (scanned maps, 

satellite images, vector files, digital elevation models) in different file formats and geographic system 

of coordinates, processed by the project partners or external data providers on different computing 

platforms and software environments. To make all the work easily available to the participants and 

end-users, a detailed specification package has been developed. Individual ingestion scripts were 

developed for each data source. These ensure the fact that every piece of information is correctly 

parsed and represented in geographical space. In order to build such scripts, existing open source 

libraries were used together with specially written code. The libraries provide common capabilities 

across the various modules of the IMDROFLOOD system. The most important shared libraries are: 

 

• GDAL/OGR12: two logically separate pieces of code: GDAL provides an abstraction library for 
raster data and modules for reading and writing various raster formats (Eg: GeoTiff, NetCDF, 
HDF). OGR provides an abstraction library for vector data and modules for reading and 
writing vector formats (Eg: ESRI Shapefile, SQLite, GeoPackages, etc). 

• rasterio13: reads and writes common geospatial formats and provides a Python API based on 
N-D arrays. 

• pyMODIS14: Python based library to work with MODIS data. It offers bulk-download for user 
selected time ranges, mosaicking of MODIS tiles, and the reprojection from Sinusoidal to 
other projections, convert HDF format to other formats and the extraction of data quality 
information. 

• PROJ15: a coordinate re-projection library, capable of executing transformations between 
cartographic projection systems, and also between different spheroids and datums. 

• GEOS16: provide support for spatial predicators (functions which compare two spatial 
objects and return a boolean true/false result indicating the existence/absence of a 
particular spatial relationship), spatial operators (eg difference, union, buffer) and 
topological validation. 

• NetCDF17: a set of software libraries and self-describing, machine-independent data formats 
that support the creation, access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data. 

 

The ingestion scripts are performing the following data related operations: 

• Clean 

• Optimize 

• Homogenize 

• Convert (format, type) 

• Reproject 

• Clip 

                                                             
12 http://www.gdal.org 
13 https://github.com/mapbox/rasterio 
14 http://www.pymodis.org 
15 http://proj4.org 
16 https://trac.osgeo.org/geos 
17 https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf 

http://www.gdal.org/
https://github.com/mapbox/rasterio
http://www.pymodis.org/
http://proj4.org/
https://trac.osgeo.org/geos
https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
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• Symbolize 

• Publish through standardized data services 
 

The final results are available for view and process via a number of standard file formats and network 

services (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 - IMDROFLOOD database formats and network services for view and data access 

The current IMDROFLOOD database and available formats/interfaces for data view/access/process 

are presented in Annex 3. 

 

2.3. Ingestion/processing script examples 
As mentioned above, customised scripts were created to handle data from each source. Examples of 

such scripts are presented below. The full script repository is available in the private section of the 

IMDROFLOOD geoportal. 

 

2.3.1. MOD09A1 data ingestion and vegetation indices calculation  
 

#path definiton 

inputPath="/ftp-geodim/raster/satellite/modis/raw/MOD09A1.006" 

tempPath="/ftp-geodim/raster/satellite/modis/indicatori" 

outputPath="/ftp-geodim/imdroflood/data/raster/modis" 

vectorPath="/ftp-geodim/imdroflood/data/vector" 

 

#create folder structure 
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mkdir $tempPath/h19 $tempPath/h20 $tempPath/merge $tempPath/ndvi 

$tempPath/ndwi $tempPath/nddi $tempPath/ndii 

mkdir $outputPath/ndvi $outputPath/ndwi $outputPath/nddi 

$outputPath/ndii $outputPath/mod09a1 

 

#rename MODIS data 

for filePath in $inputPath/*.hdf 

do 

  fileName="$(basename "${filePath}")" 

  python util_rename_move_modis_tiles.py $inputPath $tempPath 

${fileName%.*}.hdf 

done 

 

#convert HDF to GeoTiff 

modisTiles=( "h19" "h20" ) 

for tile in "${modisTiles[@]}" 

do 

  modisBands=( "01" "02" "03" "04" "05" "06" "07" ) 

  for band in "${modisBands[@]}" 

  do 

    for filePath in $tempPath/$tile/*.hdf 

    do 

      fileName="$(basename "${filePath}")" 

      gdal_translate -a_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 

+a=6371007.181 +b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -co compress=deflate -

co tiled=yes 

HDF4_EOS:EOS_GRID:$tempPath/$tile/"${fileName%.*}.hdf":MOD_Grid_500m_S

urface_Reflectance:sur_refl_b$band 

$tempPath/$tile/${fileName%.*}_$band.tif 

    done 

  done 

done 

 

#merge MODIS tiles 

modisBands=( "01" "02" "03" "04" "05" "06" "07" ) 
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for band in "${modisBands[@]}" 

do 

  for filePath in $tempPath/h19/*.hdf 

  do 

    fileName="$(basename "${filePath}")" 

    gdal_merge.py -co compress=deflate -co tiled=yes -o 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_$band.tif 

$tempPath/h19/${fileName%.*}_$band.tif 

$tempPath/h20/${fileName%.*}_$band.tif 

  done 

done 

 

#stack MODIS bands 

for filePath in $tempPath/h19/*.hdf 

do 

  fileName="$(basename "${filePath}")" 

  gdal_merge.py -separate -co compress=deflate -co tiled=yes -o 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_01.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_02.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_03.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_04.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_05.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_06.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_07.tif 

  rm $tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_01.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_02.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_03.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_04.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_05.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_06.tif 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}_07.tif 

done 

 

#process NDVI, NDWI, NDDI, NDII + reproject & clip 

for filePath in $tempPath/merge/*.tif 

do 

  fileName="$(basename "${filePath}")" 

  #calcul indicatori 
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  rio calc --dtype float32 "(/ (- (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 1 'int32')) 

(+ (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 1 'int32')))" 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}.tif 

$tempPath/ndvi/${fileName%.*}_ndvi.tif 

  rio calc --dtype float32 "(/ (- (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 7 'int32')) 

(+ (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 7 'int32')))" 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}.tif 

$tempPath/ndwi/${fileName%.*}_ndwi.tif 

  rio calc --dtype float32 "(/ (- (read 2 1 'float32') (read 1 1 

'float32')) (+ (read 2 1 'float32') (read 1 1 'float32')))" 

$tempPath/ndvi/${fileName%.*}_ndvi.tif 

$tempPath/ndwi/${fileName%.*}_ndwi.tif 

$tempPath/nddi/${fileName%.*}_nddi.tif 

  rio calc --dtype float32 "(/ (- (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 6 'int32')) 

(+ (read 1 2 'int32') (read 1 6 'int32')))" 

$tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}.tif 

$tempPath/ndii/${fileName%.*}_ndii.tif 

 

  #reproject & clip 

  gdalwarp -s_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371007.181 

+b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -t_srs "EPSG:3857" -cutline 

$vectorPath/aoi_modis_google.shp -crop_to_cutline -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes $tempPath/ndvi/${fileName%.*}_ndvi.tif 

$outputPath/ndvi/${fileName%.*}_ndvi.tif 

  gdalwarp -s_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371007.181 

+b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -t_srs "EPSG:3857" -cutline 

$vectorPath/aoi_modis_google.shp -crop_to_cutline -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes $tempPath/ndwi/${fileName%.*}_ndwi.tif 

$outputPath/ndwi/${fileName%.*}_ndwi.tif 

  gdalwarp -s_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371007.181 

+b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -t_srs "EPSG:3857" -cutline 

$vectorPath/aoi_modis_google.shp -crop_to_cutline -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes $tempPath/nddi/${fileName%.*}_nddi.tif 

$outputPath/nddi/${fileName%.*}_nddi.tif 

  gdalwarp -s_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371007.181 

+b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -t_srs "EPSG:3857" -cutline 

$vectorPath/aoi_modis_google.shp -crop_to_cutline -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes $tempPath/ndii/${fileName%.*}_ndii.tif 

$outputPath/ndii/${fileName%.*}_ndii.tif 

  gdalwarp -s_srs '+proj=sinu +lon_0=0 +x_0=0 +y_0=0 +a=6371007.181 

+b=6371007.181 +units=m +no_defs' -t_srs "EPSG:3857" -cutline 

$vectorPath/aoi_modis_google.shp -crop_to_cutline -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes $tempPath/merge/${fileName%.*}.tif 

$outputPath/mod09a1/${fileName%.*}.tif 

done 
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2.3.2. Corine Land Cover (1990, 2000, 2006, 2012) vector data ingestion 

  
#!/bin/bash 

 

#IMDROFLOOD 2018 

#Script for ingesting Corine Land Cover  1990, 2000, 2006, 2012 vector 

data  

 

#Postgresql user password 

pgHost=worker-3.imdroflood.local 

pgPort=15432 

pgUser=user 

pgPassword=password 

pgDB=imdroflood 

export PGPASSWORD=${pgPassword} 

 

#Geoserver credentials 

gsUser="user" 

gsPassword="password" 

gsHost="http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/rest" 

gsWorkspace="copernicus" 

gsDataStore="postgis_copernicus_land" 

 

prodName="cha" 

prodFamilyName="copernicus" 

 

#Path definition 

nativePath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/native/vector" 

vectorPath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/vector" 

prodFamilyPath="copernicus/land/${prodName}" 

 

#loop through dataset editions 
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chaEditions=( "90" "00" "06" "12" ) 

 

for edition in "${chaEditions[@]}" 

do 

  #get the full edition year 

  case ${edition} in 

    90) 

      fullEdition="1990" 

      ;; 

    00) 

      fullEdition="2000" 

      ;; 

    06) 

      fullEdition="2006" 

      ;; 

    12) 

      fullEdition="2012" 

      ;; 

  esac 

 

  #load full CLC set to a temporary table in PostGIS 

  echo "loading ${prodName}${edition} to PostGIS" 

  ogr2ogr -f "PostgreSQL" PG:"host=${pgHost} port=${pgPort} 

user=${pgUser} dbname=${pgDB} password=${pgPassword}" -lco SCHEMA=tmp -

lco GEOMETRY_NAME=geom -lco SPATIAL_INDEX=yes 

${nativePath}/${prodName}${edition}_Version_18_5.sqlite 

${prodName}${edition}_Version_18_5 -nln ${prodName}${edition} -a_srs 

EPSG:3035 -skipfailures 

 

  #clip CLC using IMDROFLOOD AOI 

  psql -h ${pgHost} -p ${pgPort} -U ${pgUser} -d ${pgDB} -c "CREATE 

TABLE copernicus_land.${prodName}${edition} AS SELECT r.code, c.id, 

ST_Intersection(ST_MakeValid(r.geom), c.geom)::geometry(Geometry,3035) 

AS geom FROM imdroflood.aoi_inspire AS c JOIN tmp.${prodName}${edition} 

AS r ON ST_Intersects(ST_MakeValid(r.geom), c.geom);" 
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  #drop temporary table 

  echo "drop temporary ${prodName}${edition}" 

  psql -h ${pgHost} -p ${pgPort} -U ${pgUser} -d ${pgDB} -c "DROP TABLE 

tmp.${prodName}${edition}" 

 

  #publish layer to GeoServer 

  echo "publish ${prodName}${edition} to GeoServer" 

  curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -XPOST -H "Content-type: text/xml" -d 

"<featureType><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_vector</na

me><title>Land Cover ${fullEdition}</title></featureType>" 

${gsHost}/workspaces/${gsWorkspace}/datastores/${gsDataStore}/featuret

ypes 

 

  #attach SLD 

  echo "attach ${prodName}${edition} SLD" 

  curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -XPUT -H "Content-type: text/xml" -d 

"<layer><defaultStyle><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}_vector</name

></defaultStyle></layer>" 

${gsHost}/layers/${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_vector 

 

done 

 

2.3.3. Corine Land Cover (1990, 2000, 2006, 2012) raster data ingestion 
 

#!/bin/bash 

 

#IMDROFLOOD 2018 

#Script to convert vector CLC (Corine Land Cover 1990, 2000, 2006, 2012) 

to raster (20m and 100m cellsize) 

 

#Postgresql user password 

pgHost=worker-3.imdroflood.local 

pgPort=15432 

pgUser=user 

pgPassword=password 

pgDB=imdroflood 
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export PGPASSWORD=${pgPassword} 

 

#Geoserver credentials 

gsUser="user" 

gsPassword="password" 

gsHost="http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/rest" 

gsWorkspace="copernicus" 

gsDataStore="postgis_copernicus_land" 

prodName="clc" 

prodFamilyName="copernicus" 

 

#Path definition 

nativePath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/native/vector" 

tmpPath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/tmp/${prodName}" 

vectorPath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/vector" 

rasterPath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/data/raster" 

geoserverRasterPath="/imdroflood/data/raster" 

stylesPath="/srv/imdroflood/shared/styles" 

prodFamilyPath="copernicus/land/${prodName}" 

gdal223Path="/srv/imdroflood/shared/gdal-2.2.3/bin" 

apachePath="http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro" 

 

clcResolutions=( "20" "100" ) 

clcEditions=( "90" "00" "06" "12" ) 

for edition in "${clcEditions[@]}" 

do 

 

  #get the full edition year 

  case ${edition} in 

    90) 

      fullEdition="1990" 

      ;; 
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    00) 

      fullEdition="2000" 

      ;; 

    06) 

      fullEdition="2006" 

      ;; 

    12) 

      fullEdition="2012" 

      ;; 

  esac 

 

  #loop trough IMDROFLOOD INSPIRE 100k grid cells 

  for i in $(seq 1 217); 

  do 

    #read buffer grid cell bounding box  

    coord=$(ogrinfo -ro PG:"host=${pgHost} port=${pgPort} 

user=${pgUser} dbname=${pgDB} password=${pgPassword}" -sql "SELECT * 

from grids.grid_inspire_100km_buffer1km where id = ${i}" -al |\ 

      grep "Extent: " |\ 

      sed "s/' /'/g" |\ 

      tr -s " " |\ 

      cut -d " " -f 2,3,5,6 |\ 

      sed "s/,//g"  |\ 

      sed "s/(//g"  |\ 

      sed "s/)//g") 

    extent=( ${coord} ) 

    MIN_X=${extent[0]} 

    MIN_Y=${extent[1]} 

    MAX_X=${extent[2]} 

    MAX_Y=${extent[3]} 

 

    #read final grid cell bounding box  
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    coord_final=$(ogrinfo -ro PG:"host=${pgHost} port=${pgPort} 

user=${pgUser} dbname=${pgDB} password=${pgPassword}" -sql "SELECT * 

from grids.grid_inspire_100km where id = ${i}" -al |\ 

      grep "Extent: " |\ 

      sed "s/' /'/g" |\ 

      tr -s " " |\ 

      cut -d " " -f 2,3,5,6 |\ 

      sed "s/,//g"  |\ 

      sed "s/(//g"  |\ 

      sed "s/)//g") 

    extent_final=( ${coord_final} ) 

    MIN_X_FINAL=${extent_final[0]} 

    MIN_Y_FINAL=${extent_final[1]} 

    MAX_X_FINAL=${extent_final[2]} 

    MAX_Y_FINAL=${extent_final[3]} 

 

    #clip CLC data for every cell and save it as SQLite files 

    echo "clip ${prodName}${edition}_${i}" 

    ogr2ogr -f "SQLite" -lco LAUNDER=NO  

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db PG:"host=${pgHost} 

port=${pgPort} user=${pgUser} dbname=${pgDB} password=${pgPassword}" -

sql "SELECT * FROM copernicus_land.${prodName}${edition} WHERE 

copernicus_land.${prodName}${edition}.geom && ST_MakeEnvelope(${MIN_X}, 

${MIN_Y}, ${MAX_X}, ${MAX_Y});" -nln ${prodName}${edition}_${i} -clipdst 

${MIN_X} ${MIN_Y} ${MAX_X} ${MAX_Y} -s_srs EPSG:3035 -t_srs EPSG:3035 

 

    #add CLC raster legend to SQLite file 

    echo "add legend table to SQLite" 

    csvsql --db sqlite:////${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db --

insert 

${nativePath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/Legend/clc_legen

d.csv 

 

    #create a new table with raster CLC code to table via join with CLC 

legend table 

    echo "create ${prodName}${edition}_${i} join table with edition 

code" 
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    ogr2ogr -f "SQLite" -append -dsco SPATIALITE=YES -lco LAUNDER=NO -

a_srs EPSG:3305 -nln ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_grid -sql "SELECT 

b.grid_code AS grid_code, b.clc_code AS clc_code, b.rgb AS rgb, b.label3 

AS label3, a.GEOMETRY FROM ${prodName}${edition}_${i} AS a LEFT JOIN 

clc_legend AS b ON (a.code = b.clc_code)" 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db 

 

    #loop trough resolutions 

    for resolution in "${clcResolutions[@]}" 

    do 

      #create blank raster for CLC code 

      echo "create ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution} blank 

raster" 

      gdal_rasterize -a_srs EPSG:3035 -init 0 -burn 0 -te ${MIN_X}, 

${MIN_Y}, ${MAX_X}, ${MAX_Y} -tr ${resolution} ${resolution} -ot Byte -

sql "SELECT * FROM ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_grid" 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}m_buffer.tif 

 

      #burn vector CLC values into the raster 

      echo "burn start vector values to 

${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}" 

      gdal_rasterize -a_srs EPSG:3035 -co compress=deflate -co tiled=yes 

-a grid_code -tr ${resolution} ${resolution} -ot Byte -sql "SELECT * 

FROM ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_grid" 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}m_buffer.tif 

 

      #remove the tile buffer 

      echo "remove ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution} tile 

buffer" 

      gdal_translate -co compress=deflate -co tiled=yes -projwin 

${MIN_X_FINAL} ${MAX_Y_FINAL} ${MAX_X_FINAL} ${MIN_Y_FINAL} 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}m_buffer.tif 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}m.tif 

 

      #delete temporary files 

      echo "delete temporary ${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution} 

files" 
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      rm 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}_${resolution}m_buffer.tif 

    done 

    rm ${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${i}.db    

  done 

 

  #loop trough resolutions 

  for resolution in "${clcResolutions[@]}" 

  do 

    #create virtual mosaic  

    echo "create virtual mosaic ${resolution}m" 

    find ${tmpPath} | grep ".tif" | grep "${prodName}${edition}" | grep 

"_${resolution}m" > 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${resolution}m_filelist.txt 

    gdalbuildvrt ${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${resolution}m.vrt -

input_file_list 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${resolution}m_filelist.txt 

 

    #create GeoTiff mosaic 

    echo "create final ${prodName}${edition} tif mosaic" 

    ${gdal223Path}/gdal_translate -a_srs EPSG:3035 -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes -a_nodata 255 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_${resolution}m.vrt 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_mosaic_${resolution}m.tif 

 

    #create mosaic overviews  

    echo "create ${prodName}${edition} mosaic overviews" 

    ${gdal223Path}/gdaladdo -r nearest --config compress_overview 

deflate --config interleave_overview pixel 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_mosaic_${resolution}m.tif 2 4 8 16 32 

64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 

 

    #create final Cloud Optimized GeoTiff mosaic 

    echo "create final ${prodName}${edition} tif mosaic" 

    ${gdal223Path}/gdal_translate -a_srs EPSG:3035 -co compress=deflate 

-co tiled=yes -a_nodata 255 -co copy_src_overviews=yes 

${tmpPath}/${prodName}${edition}_mosaic_${resolution}m.tif 
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${rasterPath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/${prodFamilyName

}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m.tif 

 

    #create virtual file for Cloud Optimized GeoTiff mosaic 

    ${gdal223Path}/gdalbuildvrt 

${rasterPath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/${prodFamilyName

}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m.vrt 

/vsicurl/${apachePath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/${prodF

amilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m.tif 

 

    #copy QGIS styles 

    cp 

${stylesPath}/${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}_raster_${resolution}m.qml 

${rasterPath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/${prodFamilyName

}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m.qml 

 

    #create GeoServer datastore 

    echo "Create ${prodName}${edition}_${resolution} datastore" 

    curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -v -XPOST -H "Content-type: 

text/xml" -d 

"<coverageStore><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_$

{resolution}m</name><title>Corine Land Cover ${fullEdition} raster 

${resolution}m</title><enabled>true</enabled><type>GeoTIFF</type><url>

${geoserverRasterPath}/${prodFamilyPath}/${prodName}${edition}/${prodF

amilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m.tif</url><works

pace>${gsWorkspace}</workspace></coverageStore>" 

${gsHost}/workspaces/${gsWorkspace}/coveragestores 

 

    #publish layer to GeoServer 

    echo "Publish ${prodName}${edition}_${resolution} layer to 

GeoServer" 

    curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -v -XPOST -H "Content-type: 

text/xml" -d 

"<coverage><nativeName>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_

${resolution}m</nativeName><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${editio

n}_raster_${resolution}m</name><title>Corine Land Cover ${fullEdition} 

raster ${resolution}m</title></coverage>" 

${gsHost}/workspaces/${gsWorkspace}/coveragestores/${prodFamilyName}_$

{prodName}${edition}_raster_${resolution}m/coverages 

 

    #attach SLD 

    echo "attach ${prodName}${edition}_${resolution} SLD" 
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    curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -v -XPUT -H "Content-type: text/xml" 

-d 

"<layer><defaultStyle><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}_raster_${res

olution}m</name></defaultStyle></layer>" 

${gsHost}/layers/${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_${reso

lution}m 

  done 

  #create layer groups 

  echo "create layer groups" 

  curl -u ${gsUser}:${gsPassword} -v -XPOST -H "Content-type: text/xml" 

-d 

"<layerGroup><name>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}</name><titl

e>${prodFamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}</title><layers><layer>${prod

FamilyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_100m</layer><layer>${prodFami

lyName}_${prodName}${edition}_raster_20m</layer><layer>${prodFamilyNam

e}_${prodName}${edition}_vector</layer></layers></layerGroup>" -H 

"Content-type: text/xml" ${gsHost}/layergroups 

done 

#remove final temporary files 

echo "remove final temporary files" 

rm ${tmpPath}/*.* 

echo "All done!" 

3. Guidelines for website and basic routines for data integration 

and processing  
 

Guidelines to use the geoportal has been added (see Figure 6). They will 

be tested with users and improved. 

 

Figure 6. The Guidelines for using the IMDROFLOOD geoportal. 
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Annex 1. Software review 

 

Free and open source software development is emerging as an alternative approach for developing 

large software systems. New types and new kinds of software processes are emerging within Free 

and Open Source Software (FOSS) projects, as well as new characteristics for development project 

success, when compared to those found in traditional industrial software projects and those 

portrayed in software engineering textbooks. As a result, FOSS offers new types and new kinds of 

processes to research, understand, improve, and practice. The main advantages of FOSS software 

are: 

• The availability of the source code and the right to modify and use the software in 
any way; 

• Not tied to a single vendor;  

• Big community to support;  

• Good security, reliability & stability;  

• Very good standard compliancy;  

• Lower implementation cost. 

The open source geospatial space includes products to fill every level of the spatial data 

infrastructure stack. Open source software can provide a complete alternative to proprietary 

software in most system designs. A number of robust free and open source software solutions were 

already identified during the first phase of the IMDROFLOOD project proposal. The following pages 

include detailed review for all the identified applications, classified in four categories: core libraries, 

desktop, server and web client.  

 

Project/software name GDAL/OGR 

Author OSGeo 

Website www.gdal.org  

License MIT 

Devel platform C++ 

http://www.gdal.org/
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Type Core library 

Description 

GDAL/OGR is one of the oldest and most used GIS libraries. GDAL provides an 

abstraction library for raster data and modules for reading and writing various 

raster formats. OGR provides an similar behavior for vector data and modules for 

reading and writing vector formats. GDAL/OGR power and flexible license lead to 

adoption in well know proprietary GIS packages like: ArcGIS 9.2+, FME, 

GoogleEarth, IONIC Red Spider, Leica Titan. 

Functionality 

 

• Report detailed informations about a geospatial file or database 

• Translate raster and vector geospatial data from/to a huge number of file 
and database formats 

• Re-projection of raster and vector data 

• Extract contours from digital elevation models 

• Create raster data mosaics 

• Vector to raster conversion 

• Create raster data tiles and pyramids 

• Create raster from the scattered data 

• Create raster tile index 

• Create vector data index 

Observations GDAL/OGR is build on C++ but supports JAVA bindings 

 

Project/software name GeoApi 

Author OGC 

Website http://www.geoapi.org 

License BSD 

Devel platform Java 

Type Core library 

Description 
GeoAPI aims to reduce duplication and increase interoperability by providing 

neutral, interface-only APIs derived from OGC/ISO Standards. 

Functionality -  

Observations -  

 

Project/software name GeoTools 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://www.geotools.org 

http://www.geoapi.org/
http://www.geotools.org/
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License LGPL 

Devel platform Java 

Type Core library 

Description 

GeoTools is an Java code library which provides standards compliant methods for 

the manipulation of geospatial data. GeoTools library implements Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC) specifications. It has a modular (the main modules are described 

in the functionality section below) architecture that allows extra functionality to be 

added or removed easily. The GeoTools project comprises a core API of interfaces 

and default implementations of those interfaces. 

Functionality 

 

• Render  (for drawing maps) 

• JDBC (for reading spatial information from a database) 

• Data (for reading spatial data 

• Main (implements filter, feature) 

• Coverage (read raster data) 

• API (public interfaces) 

• Referencing (defines where coordiantes show up on a map) 

• Metadata (identity, description, and so on)  

Observations 
GeoTools is used by an important number of project as core library (e.g.: uDig, 

gvSIG, Geoserver, MyMap,GeoVista Studio) 

 

Project/software name PROJ4 (Cartographic Projections Library) 

Author Gerald Evenden, Frank Warmerdam 

Website http://proj4.org 

License MIT 

Devel platform C 

Type Core library 

Description 
Is a coordinate re-projection library, capable of executing transformations between 

cartographic projection systems, and also between different spheroids and datums. 

Functionality Re-projection of geopatial data 

Observations -  

 

 

Project/software name ImageMagick 

http://proj4.org/
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Author ImageMagick Studio LLC 

Website www.imagemagick.org  

License Apache 2.0 

Devel platform C 

Type Core library 

Description 

ImageMagick is a software suite that can be used to create, edit, compose, or 

convert bitmap images. It can read and write images in a variety of formats (over 

100). The functionality of ImageMagick is typically utilized from the command line, 

but there are also programs written based on it. 

Functionality 

 

• Format Conversion: convert an image from one format to another (e.g. 
PNG to JPEG) 

• Transform: resize, rotate, crop, flip or trim an image 

• Transparency: render portions of an image invisible 

• Draw: add shapes or text to an image 

• Decorate: add a border or frame to an image 

• Special Effects: blur, sharpen, threshold, or tint an image 

• Animation: create a GIF animation sequence from a group of images 

• Text & Comments: insert descriptive or artistic text in an image 

• Image Identification: describe the format and attributes of an image 

• Composite: overlap one image over another 

• Montage: juxtapose image thumbnails on an image canvas 

• Generalized Pixel Distortion: correct for, or induce image distortions 
including perspective 

• Morphology Of Shapes: extract features, describe shapes and recognize 
patterns in images 

• Image Calculator: apply a mathematical expression to an image or image 
channels 

• Color Management 

• Virtual Pixel Support: convenient access to pixels outside the image region 

• Large Image Support: read, process, or write mega-, giga-, or tera-pixel 
image sizes 

• Threads Of Execution Support: ImageMagick is thread safe and most 
internal algorithms execute in parallel to take advantage of speed-ups 
offered by multicore processor chips 

Observations 

The software mainly consists of a number of command-line interface utilities for 

manipulating images. ImageMagick does not have as robust a graphical user 

interface to edit images. 

 

Project/software name R  

Author Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman 

Website www.r-project.org  

http://www.imagemagick.org/
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/formats.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/convert.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/formats.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/resize/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/masking/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/draw/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/crop/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/blur/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/anim_basics/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/text/
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/identify.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/composite.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/montage.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/distorts/
http://www.imagemagick.org/Usage/morphology/
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/fx.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/color-management.php
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/architecture.php#virtual-pixels
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/architecture.php#tera-pixel
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/architecture.php#threads
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/openmp.php
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command-line_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface
http://www.r-project.org/
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License GPL 

Devel platform C, FORTRAN, R 

Type Programming language 

Description 

R is a widely used language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. 

R uses a command line interface; however, several graphical user interfaces are 

available for use with R. It is an integrated suite of software facilities for data 

manipulation, calculation and graphical display. It is similar to the S language and 

environment which was developed at Bell Laboratories (formerly AT&T, now Lucent 

Technologies) by John Chambers and colleagues. R can be considered as a different 

implementation of S. There are some important differences, but much code written 

for S runs unaltered under R. 

Functionality 

 

• Many statistical functions (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical 
statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering etc) 

• Graphical techniques (well-designed publication-quality plots can be 
produced) 

• Effective data handling and storage facility 

• Provides a suite of operators for calculations on arrays, in particular 
matrices 

• Large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools for data 
analysis 

• Includes a well-developed, simple and effective programming language 
which includes conditionals, loops, user-defined recursive functions and 
input and output facilities 

Observations Almost 100 distinct libraries are available for geospatial analysis in R 

 

 

Project/software name GRASS (Geographical Resources Analysis Support System) 

Author OSgeo 

Website http://grass.osgeo.org 

License LGPL 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Desktop 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_line_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface
http://grass.osgeo.org/
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Description 

GRASS is the oldest FOSS4G application. GRASS  is a raster/vector GIS combined 

with integrated image processing and data visualization subsystems. It includes 

more than 350 modules for management, processing, analysis and visualization of 

georeferenced data. GRASS is currently used in academic and commercial settings 

around the world, as well as by many governmental agencies and environmental 

consulting companies. 

Functionality 

 

GRASS is a full GIS/RS application. Includes support for all traditional features found 

in proprietary GIS/RS packages (feature editing, query, spatial analysis, topology, 

image processing, GPS data integration, 3D vizualisation, geostatistical analysis etc.) 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name QGIS  

Author OSGeo 

Website http://www.qgis.org/ 

License GPL 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Desktop 

Description 

QGIS is a user friendly GIS applications that runs on Linux, Unix, Mac OSX, and 

Windows. QGIS supports vector, raster, and database formats. Comes with a plugin 

that provides access to GRASS from within QGIS. This includes the ability to view, 

edit, and create data, as well as perform analysis using the GRASS geoprocessing 

modules. 

Functionality 

 

• View and overlay vector and raster data in different formats and 
projections without conversion to an internal or common format 

• On the fly projection 

• Map composer 

• Overview panel 

• Spatial bookmarks 

• Identify/select features 

• Edit/view/search attributes 

• Feature labeling 

• Change vector and raster symbology 

• Add a graticule layer 

• Decorate your map with a north arrow, scale bar and copyright label 

• Save and restore projects 

• Digitizing tools for GRASS and shapefile formats 

• The georeferencer plugin 

• GPS tools to import and export GPX format, convert other GPS formats to 
GPX, or down/upload directly to a GPS unit 

• Map algebra 

http://www.qgis.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

• Terrain analysis 

• Hydrologic modeling 

• Network analysis 

Observations -  

 

 

Project/software name OSSIM (Open Source Software Image Map) 

Author OSSIM Development Team 

Website http://www.ossim.org 

License GPL 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Desktop 

Description 
OSSIM is a dedicated software system for remote sensing, image processing , 

geographical information systems and photogrammetry.  

Functionality 

 

• Parallel processing capabilities with mpi libraries 

• Rigorous sensor modeling 

• Universal Sensor Models (RPCs) 

• Wide range of Map Projections and Datums supported 

• Non-destructive, parameter based image chains 

• Native file access 

• Precision Terrain correction and orthorectification 

• Advanced Mosaicing, compositing, and fusions 

• Elevation support 

• Vector and shapelib support 

• Projection and resolution independent 

• Equation editors 

• Histogram matching and tonal balancing 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name RAT (Radar Tools) 

Author Berlin University of Technology 

Website https://sourceforge.net/projects/radartools.berlios 

License MPL 1.1 

Devel platform IDL 

http://www.ossim.org/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/radartools.berlios


Completed:  February/2018 

Type Desktop 

Description 
RAT is a powerful software tool for processing SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

remote sensing data. 

Functionality 

 

General 

• Cross-platform (Unix, Linux, Mac OS X & Windows) 

• No commercial licenses needed for running it (when using the IDL virtual 
machine version) 

• Modular design, easy to extend by own functions 

• Small memory footprint even when processing large images (vertical tiling) 

• No limitation on the image size 

• Keep track of data representation changes during image processing 

• Optimised preview on screen while calculations are done in full resolution 

• Native import routines for several airborne sensors (E-SAR, EMISAR, PISAR, 
RAMSES, CONVAIR)  

• Native import routines for several spaceborne sensors (TerraSAR-X, ALOS-
PALSAR, ENVISAT-ASAR, RADARSAT-2) 

• Native import routines for POLSARPro and RSI-ENVI data format 

• Initial import of acquistion system information parameters for E-SAR and 
RAMSES 

• Export possibility to generic graphic formats (png, jpg & tiff) 

• Undo and Redo functions for the last processing step 

• Resize, presumming & cut region 

• Zooming of an area of interest 

• Mirror vertical and horizontal 

• Binary transforms 

Single channel SAR 

• Advanced SAR speckle filters (MAP, refined Lee, IDAN, Sigma, Kuan, Frost) 

• Edge detection (RoA, MSP-RoA, Sobel, Roberts, Canny) 

• Co-occurance texture features, variation coefficient 

• Formation of sub-aperture images 

• Point and distributed target analysis 

• Multitemporal analysis 

• Generic slant-to-ground range projection 

SAR Polarimetry 

• Polarimetric point target analysis 

• Polarimetric decompositions analysis 

• Polarimetric speckle filtering (Boxcar, Lee, IDAN, Simulated Annealing) 

• Polarimetric CFSAR edge detection 

• Calculation of interchannel ratios, correlation & phase differences 

• Formation of covariance and coherency matrix, span calculation 

• Polarimetric basis transforms (linear -> circular, ....) 

• Decompositions (Pauli, Freman-Durdan, Moriyama, Entropy/Alpha, 
Eigenvalue, Sphere-Diplane-Helix, ....) 

• Unsupervised polarimetric classification (Entropy/Alpha/Anisotropy, 
Wishart classification, Lee category preserving, Expectation Maximisation, 
....) 



Completed:  February/2018 

• Polarimetric calibration: imbalance, symmetrisation & crosstalk (Quegan 
method) 

• Formation of polarimetric sub-apertures in range and azimuth 

SAR Interferometry 

• Image pair coregistration (coarse, subpixel & spatially varying) 

• Interferogram formation 

• Flat-earth removal 

• Phase-unwrapping (least-squares, branch-cut) 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name PolSARpro 

Author ESA 

Website https://earth.esa.int/web/polsarpro/home 

License GNU 

Devel platform C 

Type Desktop 

Description 

PolSARPro was developed to provide a software tool for  self-education  in  the  

field  of Polarimetric  SAR  data  analysis,  and  to  be  accessible  to a wide range of 

users, from  novices   to  experts  in  the  field  of  Polarimetry  and  Interferometric  

Polarimetric SAR  data  processing. 

Functionality 

 

• Data Import 

• Data Conversion 

• Basis Change 

• Speckle Filters 

• Data Processing 

• Calibration 

• Pol-InSAR Data Processing 

• Data Simulation 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name SNAP 

Author ESA 

Website http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap 

License GPL v3 

https://earth.esa.int/web/polsarpro/home
http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap


Completed:  February/2018 

Devel platform Java 

Type Desktop 

Description 

The Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) reunites all Sentinel Toolboxes in order 

to offer the most complex platform for this mission. The basic function includes: 

opening a product, exploring the product components such as bands, masks and 

tie point grids. Navigation tools and pixel information functionality also represents 

some of the basic capabilities. 

Functionality 

 

• Common architecture for all ESA Toolboxes 

• Very fast image display and navigation even of giga-pixel images 

• Graph Processing Framework (GPF): for creating user-defined processing 
chains 

• Advanced layer management allows adding and manipulation of new 
overlays such as images of other bands, images from WMS servers or ESRI 
shapefiles 

• Rich region-of-interest definitions for statistics and various plots 

• Easy bitmask definition and overlay 

• Flexible band arithmetic using arbitrary mathematical expressions 

• Accurate reprojection and ortho-rectification to common map 
projections, 

• Geo-coding and rectification using ground control points 

• Automatic SRTM DEM download and tile selection 

• Product library for scanning and cataloging large archives efficiently 

• Multithreading and Multi-core processor support 

• Integrated WorldWind visualisation 

Observations -  

 

 

Project/software name OTB (ORFEO Toolbox) 

Author CNES 

Website https://www.orfeo-toolbox.org 

License CeCILL 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Desktop 

Description 

OTB is distributed as an open source library of image processing algorithms. OTB is 

based on the medical image processing library ITK and offers particular 

functionalities for remote sensing image processing in general and for high spatial 

resolution images in particular. 

https://www.orfeo-toolbox.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Functionality 

 

• Image access: optimized read/write access for most of remote sensing 
image formats, meta-data access, visualization 

• Filtering: blurring, denoising, enhancement 

• Feature extraction: interest points, alignments, lines 

• Image segmentation: region growing, watershed, level sets 

• Classification: K-means, SVM, Markov random fields 

• Change detection 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name SAGA 

Author 

The SAGA development started with the beginning of the 3rd millenium and has 

been initiated by a small team of researchers from the Dept. of Physical Geography, 

Göttingen. In 2007 the center of the SAGA development moved towards Hamburg, 

where a few of us are employed now at the Dept. of Physical Geography, Hamburg. 

Most past and current SAGA developments come from the team around J. Böhner 

and O. Conrad. 

Website http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html  

License GPL 

Development platform C++ 

Type Desktop 

Description 

SAGA's first objective is to give (geo-)scientists an effective but easy learnable 

platform for the implementation of geoscientific methods. This is achieved by 

SAGA's unique Application Programming Interface (API). The second is to make 

these methods accessible in a user friendly way, what is first of all done by its 

Graphical User Interface (GUI). Together this results in SAGA's true strength: a fast 

growing set of geoscientifc methods ready to be used in numerous applications. 

Functionality 

• SAGA comes with a comprehensive set of free modules, most of them 
published under the GPL (34 libraries with 119 modules in version 1.2, 42 
libraries with 234 modules in version 2.0.0, 48 libraries with 300 modules 
in version 2.0.3). Not all of these modules are highly sophisticated analysis 
or modelling tools. Many modules perform rather simple data operations. 
But several of these modules represent the state of the art in geoscientific 
analysis. 

• An alternative user interface for executing SAGA modules is provided by 
the SAGA Command Line Interpreter (CMD). 

Observations 

SAGA is coded in the widespread and powerful C++ programming language and has 

an object oriented system design. Sice version 2 SAGA uses the cross platform GUI 

library wxWidgets for user interface functionality. Because wxWidgets enables 

operating system independent software development, you can run SAGA with MS-

Windows as well as with Linux. 

 

http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html


Completed:  February/2018 

 

 

Project/software name GeoNetwork 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://geonetwork-opensource.org 

License GPL  

Development platform Java  

Type Server 

Description 

GeoNetwork is a catalog application to manage spatially referenced resources. It 

provides powerful metadata editing and search functions as well as an embedded 

interactive web map viewer. It is currently used in numerous Spatial Data 

Infrastructure initiatives across the world. 

GeoNetwork has been developed to connect spatial information communities and 

their data using a modern architecture, which is at the same time powerful and low 

cost, based on the principles of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) and 

International and Open Standards for services and protocols (a.o. from ISO/TC211 

and OGC). 

Functionality 

 

• Immediate search access to local and distributed geospatial catalogues 

• Up- and downloading of data, graphics, documents, pdf files and any other 
content type 

• An interactive Web Map Viewer to combine Web Map Services from 
distributed servers around the world 

• A randomly selected Featured Map 

• Recently updated entries, also accessible as RSS news feeds and as 
GeoRSS. 

• Online editing of metadata with a powerful template system 

• Native support for ISO19115/ISO19119/ISO19139/ISO19110 and ISO 
Profiles, FGDC and Dublin Core formatted metadata 

• Scheduled harvesting and synchronization of metadata between 
distributed catalogues (GeoNetwork, CSW, Z39.50, OGC WxS, WebDav, 
Thredds, Local filesystem, OAI-PMH) 

• Support for Open Search, CSW 2.0.2 ISO Profile, OAI-PMH, Z39.50 
protocols 

• Fine-grained access control 

• Group and user management 

• Multi-lingual user interface (中文, Deutsch, English, Español, Français, 
Nederlands, Рortuguês, Русский) 

Observations - 

 

http://geonetwork-opensource.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

 

Project/software name pycsw 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://pycsw.org 

License MIT  

Development platform Python  

Type Server 

Description 

pycsw is an OGC CSW server implementation written in Python. Started in 2010 

pycsw allows for the publishing and discovery of geospatial metadata via numerous 

APIs (CSW 2/CSW 3, OpenSearch, OAI-PMH, SRU), providing a standards-based 

metadata and catalogue component of spatial data infrastructures. 

Functionality 

 

• Certified OGC Compliant and OGC Reference Implementation for both CSW 
2.0.2 and CSW 3.0.0 

• Harvesting support for WMS, WFS, WCS, WPS, WAF, CSW, SOS 

• Implements INSPIRE Discovery Services 3.0 

• Implements ISO Metadata Application Profile 1.0.0 

• Implements FGDC CSDGM Application Profile for CSW 2.0 

• Implements the Search/Retrieval via URL (SRU) search protocol 

• Implements Full Text Search capabilities 

• Implements OGC OpenSearch Geo and Time Extensions 

• Implements Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 

• Supports ISO, Dublin Core, DIF, FGDC, Atom and GM03 metadata models 

• CGI or WSGI deployment 

• Python 2 and 3 compatible 

• Simple configuration 

• Transactional capabilities (CSW-T) 

• Flexible repository configuration 

• GeoNode connectivity 

• HHypermap connectivity 

• Open Data Catalog connectivity 

• CKAN connectivity 

• Ffederated catalogue distributed searching 

• Realtime XML Schema validation 

• Extensible profile plugin architecture 

Observations - 

 

Project/software name RESTo 

Author Jerome Gasperi 

Website https://github.com/jjrom/resto 

http://pycsw.org/
https://github.com/jjrom/resto


Completed:  February/2018 

License Apache 2.0 

Development platform PHP  

Type Server 

Description RESTo is an restful semantic Earth Observation products search engine.  

Functionality 

 

• Implements OpenSearch OGC13-026 - OpenSearch Extension for Earth 
Observation 

• Output formats: Atom, HTML, GeoJSON 

• Multilingual search (EN, FR, IT and DE)  

• String analysis algorithm based on simple recognition of words and pattern 

• Embeds a Gazetteer service to detect location (based on Geonames) 

• Implemented commands: list all collections, create a collection, delete a 
collection, describe a collection, insert a resource, search 

Observations 
REST0 is used for the Earth Observation Innovative Platform Testbed Poland (EO 

IPT) catalogue component. 

 

Project/software name GeoNode 

Author OpenGeo 

Website www.geonode.org  

License MIT 

Devel platform JavaScript 

Type Server 

Description 

GeoNode is a Content Management System (CMS) for geospatial data. It is used for 

developing geospatial information systems (GIS) and for deploying spatial data 

infrastructures (SDI). It can be extended, modified and integrated into existing 

platforms. It is basically an open source platform for sharing geospatial data and 

maps. It is based on mature and stable open-source projects, such as GeoServer or 

OpenLayers. 

http://www.geonode.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Functionality 

 

• Powerful spatial search engine 

• Federated OGC services 

• Metadata catalogue 

• Publish raster, vector, and tabular data 

• Manage metadata and associated documents 

• Securely or publicly share data 

• Versioned geospatial data editor 

• GeoExplorer GIS client 

• Graphical style editor 

• Create multi-layer interactive maps 

• Share and embed maps in web pages 

• Review, rate, and comment on data 

• Groups of users 

• Activity streams 

• Announcements and notifications 

Observations 
GeoNode components: Django, GeoServer, GeoExplorer, PostgreSQL, PostGIS, 

pycsw, geospatial Python libraries, jQuery, Bootstrap 

 

 

Project/software name deegree 

Author OSGeo 

Website www.deegree.org  

License LGPL 

Devel platform Java 

Type Server 

Description 

deegree is a standards-based Java framework for spatial data infrastructures and 

the geospatial web. It includes the OGC Web Map Service (WMS) reference 

implementation, a fully compliant Web Feature Service (WFS) as well as packages 

for Catalogue Service (CSW), Web Coverage Service (WCS), Web Processing Service 

(WPS) and Web Map Tile Service (WMTS). degree is composed of five separate 

products: 

• deegree Web Services: the base components of any SDI; including WMS, 
WFS, WCS, CS-W, Gazetteer, WPS, WCTS, WTS/WPVS, security services like 
WAS and WSS, WMPS (deegree-specific) and owsWatch (service 
monitoring) 

• deegree iGeoPortal: the portal framework of the deegree project. 
iGeoPortal has a modular structure and comprises so far the modules map, 
gazetteer, catalogue, security, data and 3D 

• deegree iGeoSecurity: to keep your SDI secure 

• deegree iGeo3D: Storage and Visualization of 3D geodata 

• deegree iGeoDesktop: the SDI desktop GIS 

http://www.deegree.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Functionality 

 

• Geospatial data management: data access, visualization, discovery and 
security 

• WMS, WFS, WCS, WMTS and CSW compliant 

• Supported encodings (excerpt): GML, KML, CityGML, CS-W 
ISO19115/ISO19119 AP 1.0  

• Vector data sources: ESRI Shapefile, PostgreSQL/PostGIS, Oracle 
Spatial/Locator, MIF, ArcSDE, all relational databases supporting JDBC  

• Raster data sources: PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF as well as GeoTIFF, ECW, 
Oracle GeoRaster  

• Wide variety of spatial and attribute-based queries  

• Full object-relational support for complex geospatial database schemas 

Observations 

The software is built on the standards of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 

and the ISO Technical Committee 211.  

No support for Open Search Geo protocol. 

 

Project/software name GeoServer 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://geoserver.org 

License GPLv2 

Devel platform Java 

Type Server 

Description 

GeoServer is an open source software server widely used for publish data from any 

spatial data source using open standards. It is a high performance certified 

compliant Web Map Service (WMS) of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) as 

well as the reference implementation of Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web 

Covergae Service (WCS) standards.  

Functionality 

 

• Fully compliant with WMS, WFS and WCS specifications 

• Implements WPS 1.0 

• Adds support for PostGIS, Shapefile, ArcSDE, DB2, Oracle, VPF, MySQL, 
MapInfo, Cascading WFS, GeoTIFF, GTOPO30, ArcGrid, WorldImages, 
ImageMosiacs, Image Pyramids and other formats 

• Selection of coordinate reference system from an embedded EPSG 
database 

• On the fly reprojection for WMS and WFS 

• Web map output as JPEG, GIF, PNG, PDF, SVG, KML 

• Tile mapping using GeoWebCache 

• Define map styles due to full SLD support 

• Filter data in WFS 

Observations Active development of modules and plug-ins 

 

http://geoserver.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Project/software name PostGIS 

Author OSGeo 

Website www.postgis.net  

License GPLv2 

Devel platform C 

Type Server 

Description 

PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database, 

meaning it adds support for geographic objects. PostGIS follows the Simple 

Features for SQL specification from the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Using 

PostGIS one can perform location queries in SQL. 

Functionality 

 

• Processing and analytic functions both vector and raster data for splicing, 
dicing, morphing, reclassifying, and collecting/unioning with the power of 
SQL 

• Raster  map algebra for raster processing 

• Spatial reprojection SQL callable functions for both vector and raster data 

• Support for importing / exporting ESRI shapefile vector data via both 
commandline and GUI packaged tools and support for more formats via 
other 3rd-party Open Source tools 

• Packaged command-line for importing raster data from many standard 
formats: GeoTiff, NetCDF, PNG, JPG etc and rendering it in various formats 
using SQL 

• Rendering and importing vector data support functions for standard 
textual formats such as KML,GML, GeoJSON,GeoHash and WKT using SQL  

• Raster/vector SQL callable functions for extrusion of pixel values by 
geometric region, running stats by region, clipping rasters by a geometry, 
and vectorizing rasters 

• 3D object support, spatial index, and functions 

• Network Topology support 

• Geocoder/ Reverse Geocoder  

Observations 

PostGIS depends on:GEOS (for many geometry processing algorithms), Proj.4 (for 

coordinate re-projection functions), (GDAL for raster processing and format 

support), LibXML2 (for XML parsing), JSON-C (for JSON parsing) 

 

Project/software name PostgreSQL 

Author PostgreSQL Global Development Group 

Website www.postgresql.org  

License PostgreSQL license 

Devel platform C 

http://www.postgis.net/
http://postgresql.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Features
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Features
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Geospatial_Consortium
http://trac.osgeo.org/geos
https://trac.osgeo.org/proj/
http://gdal.org/
http://www.xmlsoft.org/
https://github.com/json-c/json-c
http://www.postgresql.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Type Server 

Description 

PostgreSQL is a powerful open source object-relational database system, with an 

emphasis on extensibility and standards-compliance. It has a development history 

of more than 15 years and therefore it has become widely used by individuals and 

companies due its reliability, data integrity and correctness. It runs on major 

operating systems: Linux, UNIX and Windows. 

Functionality 

 

• Highly scalable both in the sheer quantity of data it can manage and in the 
number of concurrent users it can accommodate 

• Includes most SQL:2008 data types, including INTEGER, NUMERIC, 
BOOLEAN, CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE, INTERVAL, and TIMESTAMP 

• Fully ACID compliant 

• Support for foreign keys, joins, views, triggers, and stored procedures 

• Supports storage of binary large objects, including pictures, sounds, or 
video 

• Native programming interfaces for C/C++, Java, .Net, Perl, Python, Ruby, 
Tcl, ODBC 

• Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC) 

• Point in time recovery 

• Asynchronous replication 

• Nested transactions (savepoints) 

• Sophisticated query planner/optimizer 

• Write ahead logging for fault tolerance 

• Its catalog is also accessible through the Information Schema as defined in 
the SQL standard 

• Full support for subqueries (including subselects in the FROM clause) 

Observations For geospatial applications, PostGIS support should be added 

 

Project/software name MapServer 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://mapserver.org 

License MIT 

Devel platform C/C++ 

Type Server 

Description MapServer is an Open Source geographic data rendering engine written in C.  

http://mapserver.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Functionality 

 

Core Features 

• Advanced cartographic output 
o Scale dependent feature drawing and application execution 
o Feature labeling including label collision mediation 
o TrueType font support for labeling and symbolization 
o Map element automation (scalebar, reference map, and legend) 
o Thematic mapping using logical or regular expression-based 

classes 
o Plugable renderer support with drivers for AGG, Cairo and others 
o Special provisioning for tiled output generation 
o Mask Layers 
o Precise Symbol Placement 
o Complex Multi Label/Symbol Symbology 
o Vector Fields 
o Label Leader Offsetting 
o SVG Symbology 
o Multiple Font Support 
o Dynamic Heatmaps 
o UTF Grid Support 
o Layer Compositing 

• Sophisticated spatial query support 
o Identify features by attributes, point, bounding box or geometry 

across one or more layers 
o Support for raster queries 
o Fully customizable, template driven output 
o OGR-based query output generation 

• Support for popular scripting and development environments 
o CGI/FastCGI 
o PHP, Python, Perl, Ruby, Java, and .NET 

• Cross-platform support 
o Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, Solaris, and more 

• A multitude of raster and vector data formats 
o Native support for ESRI shapefiles, PostGIS and Oracle Spatial 
o Many other formats via GDAL and OGR 

• Map projection support 
o On-the-fly map projection with 1000s of projections through the 

Proj.4 library 
Implemented Standards 

• Support of numerous Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards 
o Web Map Service (WMS) (client/server), Web Feature Service 

(WFS) (non-transactional, client/server), WMC, Web Coverage 
Service (WCS), Filter Encoding (FE), Style Layer Descriptor (SLD), 
Geography Markup Language (GML), SOS, OM 

• INSPIRE View Service compliant 

Observations -  

 

 

Project/software name pyWPS 4 



Completed:  February/2018 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://pywps.org 

License MIT 

Devel platform Python 

Type Server 

Description 
PyWPS is an implementation of the Web Processing Service standard from the 

Open Geospatial Consortium. PyWPS is written in Python. 

Functionality 

 

Core Features 

• Small and lightweight 

• Easy and fast to install and setup 

• Implemented in pure Python 

• Integrates seamlessly with the Python ecosystem of packages: 
o GRASS 7 
o R 
o GDAL/OGR 
o Proj.4 
o Numpy 
o Shapely 

Implemented OGC Standards 

• WPS 1.0.0 

• WPS 2.0.0 
 

Observations -  

 

Project/software name ZOO Project 

Author OSGeo 

Website http://pywps.org 

License MIT 

Devel platform Python 

Type Server 

Description 
ZOO-Project provides a developer friendly Web Processing Service (WPS) 

framework for creating and chaining Web Processing Services. 

http://pywps.org/
http://pywps.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Functionality 

 

Core Features 

• Multi language WPS server 

• Simple Web Service creation and deployment procedure 

• Simple WPS chaining with ZOO API 
Implemented OGC Standards 

• WPS 1.0.0 

• WPS 2.0.0 

Observations - ZOO is currently used by the CTEP 

 

Project/software name rasdaman 

Author rasdaman Project Steering Committee 

Website http://www.rasdaman.org 

License rasdaman community 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Server 

Description 

Rasdaman is an Array Database System which provides flexible, fast, scalable geo 

services for multi-dimensional spatio-temporal sensor, image, simulation, and 

statistics data of unlimited volume. Ad-hoc access, extraction, aggregation, as well 

as remix and analytics is enabled through a NewSQL raster query language with 

highly effective server-side optimization. Cloud/cluster parallelization is 

accomplished in a secure, administrator-controlled way. Data is stored in a 

PostgreSQL database, thereby achieving full information integration. 

Functionality 

 

Core Features 

• Truly multi-dimensional - 1-D, 2-D, 3-D, 4-D, and beyond 

• Powerful, flexible query language for visualization, classification, 
convolution, aggregation, and many more geospatial functions 

• Spatial indexing and adaptive tiling for fast data access 

• Parallelization and “tile streaming” for unlimited scalability from laptop to 
cluster and cloud 

• Full information integration of raster data with all geo data in the 
PostgreSQL database 

• Support for the raster-relevant OGC standards, Reference 
Implementation for WCS Core and WCPS 

Implemented OGC Standards 

• WMS 1.3, WCS 2.0, WCS-T 1.4, WCPS 1.0, WPS 1.0 

Observations -  

 

http://www.rasdaman.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

 

Project/software name Leaflet 

Author Vladimir Agafonkin 

Website http://www.leafletjs.com  

License BSD 

Devel platform JavaScript 

Type Web client 

Description 

Leaflet is a light-weight library used for building mobile-friendly interactive maps. It 

works across all major desktop and mobile platforms. The simplicity of the library 

makes it perfect for not very complicated web-mapping tasks. It has a well-

documented API and a simple source code. 

Functionality 

 

• Add different map layers: tiles, markers, pop-ups, vector data, GeoJSON, 
imagery, WMS 

• Interactive features: drag, scroll wheel zoom, zoom to area layer event, 
marker dragging etc 

• Visual features: zoom animation, panning animation, nice default design 
for markers, pop-ups and other map controls 

• Smart polyline/polygon rendering 

• Modular design 

• Custom map projections 

• Default controls and possibility to implement custom ones 

Observations 
Its basic functionalities can be extended through the use of an impressive amount 

of plug-ins. 

 

Project/software name OpenLayers 3 

Author OSGeo 

Website www.openlayers.org  

License BSD 

Devel platform JavaScript 

Type Web client 

http://www.leafletjs.com/
http://www.openlayers.org/


Completed:  February/2018 

Description 

OpenLayers is one of the most used libraries for building rich web-mapping 

applications. It's able to display map tiles and markers loaded from any source and 

has no server-side dependencies. It implements the most important standards for 

geospatial data access, such as OGC Web Mapping Service (WMS) and Web Feature 

Service (WFS) protocols. 

Functionality 

 

• Support for a variety of data sources 

• Support for displaying geographic features, with markers and popups 

• Easy build configuration, designed to help build OpenLayers into other 
applications 

• Javascript API to allow full control over OpenLayers-powered map from 
within Javascript on a web page 

Observations - 

 

Project/software name Apache Mesos 

Author Apache Software Foundation 

Website   http://mesos.apache.org/  

License Apache License 2.0 

Devel platform C++ 

Type Cluster Management Software 

Description 

Mesos was originally developed at the University of California at Berkeley and is a 

centralized fault-tolerant cluster manager. It relies between the application and the 

operating system, transforming a group of heterogenous physical resources(CPU, 

memory, I/O, filesystem) into an abstract pool of resources. The most important 

components of Mesos are the masters, slaves and framework. Mesos uses Apache 

ZooKeeper to organize the master and slave instances. Mesos master coordinates 

and manages the slave Mesos instances. The master instance centralize the 

availability of its slaves and sends it to the framework component. The framework 

component chooses what resources to use and what to run on them. Marathon is a 

framework used to start, stop and scale applications across the cluster. 

Functionality 

 

• Fault-tolerant replicated master using ZooKeeper 

• Scalability to thousands of nodes 

• Isolation between tasks with Linux containers 

• Multi-resource scheduling (memory and CPU aware) 

• Java, Python and C++ APIs for developing new parallel applications 

• Web UI for viewing cluster state 
  

Observations - 
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Project/software name Puppet 

Author Puppet 

Website   https://puppet.com/  

License Apache License for versions >2.7.0 , GPL for prior versions 

Devel platform Ruby 

Type Software configuration management/ Infrastructure as Code 

Description 

Puppet is the most popular tool for defining infrastructure as code and enforcing 

system configurations. It is designed to automate repetitive system administration 

tasks. Puppet provides a custom declarative language to describe how the 

applications and infrastructure should look like.  

Functionality 

 

• Reporting&Compliance functionality to give an insight of the state and 
changes of the infrastructure 

• Configuration automation to provide easy-to-define system description 
through the Puppet language 

• Automated provisioning across different types of infrastructure: bare metal, 
Cloud(AWS, Azure, Openstack), Containers(Docker) 

• Code management using community tools for code management(r10k) and 
providing Git integration 

  

Observations - 

 

Project/software name Monit 

Author Tildeslash Ltd. 

Website  http://mmonit.com/monit/  

License  GNU Affero General Public License 

Devel platform C/C++ 

Type Monitoring system 

Description 

Monit is a small Open Source utility for managing and monitoring Unix systems. 

Monit conducts automatic maintenance and repair and can execute meaningful 

causal actions in error situations. 

(http://mmonit.com/monit/) 
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Functionality 

 

• Proactive monitoring, Monit is able to perform remediation actions based 
on predefined rules; 

• Process monitoring, Monit can monitor different type of processes or 
services hosted on the execution environment;  

• Files, dirs, filesystems monitoring, Monit can be used to monitor also 
storage systems and configured to react based on predefined thresholds; 

• Clouds and hosts, Monit can monitor network connections or can be used to 
probe services at protocol level (using built-in protocols or custom defined 
ones); 

• Monit can be highly customized to support almost any kind of monitoring 
scenario; 

• Monit can be configured to export the monitoring information to an 
external database for temporal evaluation or to be integrated with more 
complex monitoring data analysis tools; 

 

Observations - 

 

Project/software name HTCondor 

Author Center High Throughput Computing from the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Website  http://research.cs.wisc.edu/htcondor/  

License  Apache License 2.0 

Devel platform C++ 

Type High-Throughput Computing 

Description 

HTCondor is a specialized batch system for managing compute-intensive jobs. Similar 

to most workload management systems it provides a queueing mechanism, 

scheduling policy, priority scheme and resource classification. Unlike other batch 

systems, it is designed to make use of non-dedicated machines to run job and 

effectively harness idle machines throughout a pool of machines. HTCondor also 

provides a matching mechanism between a job's requirements and preferences to 

the available machine resources. 

Functionality 

 

• Checkpointing and Migration features ensures that the computations 
already performed on a job are not lost in case of migrating the job on other 
machine, shutdown or crash of the machine 

• Remote System Calls are used to preserve the local execution environment, 
so that users should care only about the workstation they originally 
submitted the job to and not about the machines it ends up executing. User 
do not need to worry about the login process on those machines or the 
availability of data files  

• No changes are necessary to user's source code, as the user can re-link the 
program to support the HTCondor checkpointing and migration features. No 
recompilation of code is required. 
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• Pools of machines can be hooked together allowing a job that was 
submitted on a first pool of machines, to actually end up executing on a 
second pool of machines. 

• Jobs can be ordered by using a direct acyclic graph, where each job is a node 
in the graph. HTCondor executes the jobs following the graph, avoiding 
crash related to dependencies among the jobs. 

• HTCondor enables grid computing by allowing jobs to be executed on grid 
machines in various location worldwide. To achive this, HTCondor uses a 
glidein technique, which means that grid resources can temporarily join a 
local Condor pool of resources. 

• HTCondor is sensitive to the desires of machine owners and enables them to 
get control to their machines whenever they demand to and also allowing 
others to use the machines when their machines are in an idle state. 

• ClassAd is a flexible and expressive framework that provides the resource 
matchmaking mechanism to a job requirements and preferences. It also 
allows the machine owners to specify constraints in terms of availability 
time and the accepted users on their machines. 

  

Observations - 
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Annexe 2 - IMDROFLOOD geospatial data services 

View service (portrayal) 
 

IMDROFLOOD view services allow users and computer programs (including the IMDROFLOOD 

geoportal) to view the spatial datasets stored in IMDROFLOOD geospatial database. The service  

is an implementation of the ISO 19128/OGC Web Map Service (WMS) specification (standards 

1.1.1 and 1.3.0; Note: 1.3.0 is identical with ISO 19128) and is compatible with the INSPIRE 

Profile of ISO 19128. OGC Styled Layer Description (SLD versions 1.0.0 and 1.1.0) is used as styling 

language. For performance purposes, cached versions, based on OGC standard [OGC 07-057r7] 

– Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) 1.0.0, of the service were also implemented. GetCapabilities 

links for all the implemented interfaces of the view services are presented bellow:   

 

• WMS 1.1.1 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.1.1
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WMS 1.3.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.3.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WMTS 1.0.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/gwc/service/wmts?REQUEST=Ge
tCapabilities 

 

A data preview service is also accessible at 

http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.ge

oserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage 

 

Data access service (download) 
 

Provides interfaces allowing requests for the spatial datasets, raster and vector, stored in 

IMDROFLOOD geospatial database. The interface for vector data access is based on the OGC 

Web Feature Service specification (standards 1.0.0, 1.1.0 and 2.0.0). The interface for 

raster/coverage data access is based on the OGC Web Coverage Service specification (standards 

1.0.0, 1.1.0, 1.1.1, 1.1) with support for the WCS Earth Observation Application Profile (EO-WCS). 

GetCapabilities links for all the implemented interfaces of the download services are presented 

bellow: 

 

• WFS 1.0.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.0.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wms&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/gwc/service/wmts?REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/gwc/service/wmts?REQUEST=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
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• WFS 1.1.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.1.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WFS 2.0.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=2.0.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WCS 1.0.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.0.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WCS 1.1.0 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WCS 1.1.1 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.1
&request=GetCapabilities 

• WCS 1.1 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1&r
equest=GetCapabilities 

• WCS 2.0.1 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=WCS&version=2.0.1
&request=GetCapabilities 

 

A data download service demo interface is also accessible at 

http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.ge

oserver.wcs.web.demo.WCSRequestBuilder for WCS queries and at 

http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.ge

oserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage for WFS requests. 

 

 

Web processing service (transformation) 
 

Provides interfaces allowing for filtering and processing of multi-dimensional raster coverages 

and reference vector data stored in IMDROFLOOD geospatial database. The interface for on-

demand server-side geospatial data processing is based on the OGC Web Processing Service 

(standard 1.0.0) GetCapabilities links for all the implemented interfaces of the transformation 

services are presented bellow: 

• WPS 1.0.0 for vector transformation 
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wps&version=1.0.0
&request=GetCapabilities 

 

 

 
 

http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.1.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.1.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=2.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wcs&version=1.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=WCS&version=2.0.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=WCS&version=2.0.1&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.wcs.web.demo.WCSRequestBuilder
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.wcs.web.demo.WCSRequestBuilder
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/web/?wicket:bookmarkablePage=:org.geoserver.web.demo.MapPreviewPage
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wps&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
http://imdroflood.meteoromania.ro:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wps&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
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